There are at least a dozen or so different definitions of landscape. Each of them is true and erroneous to some extent. This stems from the fact that landscape has many meanings. For example, it can be regarded as a set of more or less logically collected material objects with clear-cut or vague boundaries, or as a peculiar repertoire of the geographical, ecological, social and other roles, as a space of the meeting of functions -both manifest and hidden -combining the particular variables to form one entity; finally, as a source of psycho-physiological, aesthetic, cultural and other sensations. Thus, the choice of the point of view will always depend on the way in which landscape is investigated and evaluated.
porate natural phenomena into cultural schemes, being the source of anthropocentric and technocentric evaluation.
A general scheme of classification and typology of approaches to landscape values is presented in Fig.l . In order to explain the essence of the scheme, characteristics of the units distinguished will be discussed briefly. 2. Cultural values. These values have been widely discussed both in scientific and popular literature. This specially applies to the relationship between "culture and nature". Cultural character of landscape, at least in our reality, is an established fact. Each European landscape is equally the work of nature and of culture; it is a peculiar "text" which cannot be read A complex structure of landscape reality perceived, as well as specific social and personal conditioning of the observer cause that the creation of a certain objective system of sensorial evaluation of landscape is impossible. Thus, each approach was solely an approximation, the more so as the increasingly new landscape values mentioned previously may come to be predominant. Nevertheless, such attempts bring us closer to the understanding of the essence of the problem of evaluation of the reality perceived.
